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A Table of One’s Own: A Response to the JWM Duncan Grant Collection at St 
Peter’s College 

By Florence Sykes (Worcester College) 

 

As a momentary centrepiece on a table of her own the sketch Virginia Woolf 

(fig.1), although a late acquisition, is one of the earliest pieces in the Duncan 

Grant Collection at St Peter’s College. My first encounter with her was at the 

symposium Bloomsbury Now held for the collection on the 12th November 

2022.1 Suspected to be drawn in 1911, prior to her portrait in paint (fig.2 not in 

the collection), Woolf’s gaze in pencil is neither hard nor soft but none the less 

focused, be it on something within the frame or beyond it. Is she eyeing up 

space or the lack of it on the maxed out Senior Common Room walls of St 

Peter’s College? The spacing of Duncan Grant’s pictures hardly allow room to 

breathe as they rub shoulders within square inches of each other. They are not 

merely a collection but rather a collective presence; as intimate to one another 

and yet simultaneously disparate in their subject matter, they are a pick and 

mix of lovers, embroidery designs, biblical motifs and pastoral fantasy.  The 

Washerwoman (fig.3) has the sway and gestural vitality of an opera singer. But 

she is not an opera singer, she is simply a woman doing laundry. However, 

Grant would omit the ‘simply’ in the notion of this act. The juxtaposition of the 

grandiose versus scenes of seemingly little event makes the eye scan the room, 

a panoramic landscape of domestic dress up, only to be jolted between fantasy 

and reality.  

However, unlike her companions and, in this instance, isolated on a table, 

Virginia Woolf’s portrait is comparatively dressed down and comparatively 

alone... at least at first it seems this way. As the precursory sketch to Grant’s 

later commitment of her portrait to oil, Woolf lacks the vitality and softness of 

Vanessa Bell’s watercolour portrait (fig.4) with something of a ‘diminished 
beauty’ to that of her sister. Woolf’s own husband Leonard Woolf even wrote 

at the same time when Grant painted Virginia’s portrait, that ‘usually Vanessa 
was more beautiful than Virginia, her features more perfect, her eyes bigger 

and better her complexion more glowing.’2 Indeed, the sketch of Woolf is 

sincere, her eyes inquire rather than receive. Perhaps because she knows the 

disappointment that comes when a woman is merely receptive. In her own 

                                                           
1 Bloomsbury Now, St Peter’s College, Oxford 12 November 2022 
2 Leonard Woolf, Sowing: An Autobiography of the Years 1880-1904 (1989) 
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memoirs she writes about Leonard that, ‘there are moments –when you kissed 

me the other day – that I felt no more than a rock.’3 Grant’s portrait of her in 

its heavy graphite conveys Woolf’s stony-ness, yet her place within the sexual 

and expressive assembly of the collection at St Peters suggests a magnetism 

untapped.  

The other drawings in the collection from a similar date include a sketch of two 

embracing Classical Lovers (fig.5) and a Male Nude (after Auguste Rodin) 1906 

(fig.6) In the same year of their production Grant went to study in France at 

the Académie La Palette where he crossed paths with Rodin and perhaps, the 

artist’s rebuke of the human body ‘fettered to the canon of classical 
proportion;’ the rules of antiquity that impede upon its surface, construction 

and vitality.4 Could Grant therefore have seen that despite Virginia’s eyes less 
big, her complexion less glowing than Vanessa’s, a none the less more unusual 

female curiosity distinct to Woolf? If we look at the pose Virginia assumes in 

the sketch, the opacity of the shading for her shoulders and torso suggests that 

her head could be turned to look back across her right shoulder, rather than in 

the later oil portrait where direction of both body and head are clearly painted 

in alignment. It’s a subtle dynamism that the sketch imparts and this act of 

looking to her right reveals her long nose, her close-knit eyes and high 

cheekbones. No, in this sketch Virginia is not perfect like her sister, not sexually 

proud like the Male Nude, not romantic like the Classical Lovers, but she's 

undeniably interesting to engage with and therefore when she does take her 

place on the wall will be valorised by the collection at St Peters; a collective of 

equally intriguing inhabitants that requires you to look, and then look again.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
3 Virginia Woolf, Old Bloomsbury (1922) 
4 Dominique Vieville, Rodin et Freud, Collectionneurs: La Passion a L’ouevre (Rodin and Freud Collectors: The 
Passion at Work)  (2008) p.165 
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Figure 1. Duncan Grant, Virginia Woolf (c.1911) Pencil, 31.7 x 28.5 cm 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Duncan Grant, Virginia Woolf (1911) Oil on Masonite, 55.9 x 40.6 cm, The 

Metropolitan Museum of New York. Image © 2023 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York 
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Figure 3: Duncan Grant, Washerwoman (1971) Lithograph, 76.2cm x 43.2cm 

 

 

Figure 4. Duncan Grant, Vanessa Bell (1919) Watercolour & Pencil, 58.4 x 48.2cm 
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Figure 5: Duncan Grant, Classical Lovers (c.1906) Ink wash on headed paper, 22.5 x 16.5cm 

 

 

Figure 6: Duncan Grant, Male Nude (after Auguste Rodin) (1906) Pencil, 30.5 x 24.1cm 

 

 


